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Advanced  Dynamics: Analytical and Numerical Calculations with MATLABSpringer, 2012

	Advanced Dynamics: Analytical and Numerical Calculations with MATLAB provides a thorough, rigorous presentation of kinematics and dynamics while using MATLAB as an integrated tool to solve problems. Topics presented are explained thoroughly and directly,allowing fundamental principles to emerge through applications from areas such as...
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Mastering DockerPackt Publishing, 2015

	Rethink what's possible with Docker – become an expert in the innovative containerization tool to unlock new opportunities in the way you use and deploy software


	About This Book

	
		Create highly scalable applications and services using the Linux container virtualization paradigm
	...
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Microsoft Visual J# .NET (Core Reference)Microsoft Press, 2002
Java-language developers—learn how to create .NET applications  with the Microsoft development tool for you: Visual J# .NET.

Leverage your Java skills and learn how to create powerful  Microsoft Windows® applications and high-performance, distributed applications  with Visual J# .NET in this...
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Complex IT Project Management: 16 Steps to SuccessCRC Press, 2003
Project Managers leading massive IT projects--defined as projects rolling out deliverables across geographic boundaries with budgets ranging well into the millions--need a unique level of expertise and an arsenal of personal and professional skills to successfully accomplish their tasks. Large IT initiatives inherently contain business...
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Spring in ActionManning Publications, 2005
Written for enterprise Java developers who have become disillusioned with the complexity and bulk involved with EJB development, this programming tool demonstrates how the Spring framework can make coupled code easy to manage, understand, reuse, and unit-test. Spring's employment of inversion control and aspect-oriented programming techniques...
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Solaris 8 Training Guide (310-011 and 310-012): System Administrator CertificationQue, 2001
This title offers the perfect self-study tool to allow you to  prepare confidently at your own pace, in your own time. Comprehensive and focused on teaching what you need to understand--not  just facts you need to know--this book is the most complete test  preparation tool available on the market. Structured according to the  exam objectives,...
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Flash Professional CS5 for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	Adobe Flash Professional CS5 is the latest version of the enormously popular web design tool. In its original incarnation, Flash gave web designers an efficient way to send artwork and animation over limitedbandwidth connections. Flash’s claim to fame was its ability to deliver vector images over the web, making download times shorter....
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Oracle ADF Enterprise Application Development - Made SimplePackt Publishing, 2011

	Welcome to your first real-life enterprise ADF application!
	The book you are holding in your hands is about building serious applications
	with Oracle Application Development Framework (ADF). You know that actual
	development work is only one part of a successful project, and that you also need
	structure, processes, and tools.

...
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The Inferior ColliculusSpringer, 2005


	The purpose of this volume is twofold. First, it offers an in-depth analysis of

	current approaches and issues in the study of the auditory system. By concentrating

	on one structure, the inferior colliculus, a focused and coherent treatment

	of many aspects of auditory neural processing is possible. The position of the

	inferior...
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NLTK EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Build cool NLP and machine learning applications using NLTK and other Python libraries


	About This Book

	
		Extract information from unstructured data using NLTK to solve NLP problems
	
		Analyse linguistic structures in text and learn the concept of semantic analysis and parsing
	...
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Statistical Approach to Quantum Field Theory: An Introduction (Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2012

	Over the past few decades the powerful methods of statistical physics and Euclidean quantum field theory have moved closer together, with common tools based on the use of path integrals. The interpretation of Euclidean field theories as particular systems of statistical physics has opened up new avenues for understanding strongly coupled...
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Moodle E-learning Course DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2006
A complete guide to successful learning using Moodle
 - Straight-forward coverage of installing and using the Moodle system
 - Working with Moodle features in all learning environments
 - A unique course-based approach focuses your attention on designing well structured, interactive, and successful courses
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